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Essential Questions (Open-ended questions):

1. What can I learn about Roman morality from the myths in Ovid’s Metamorphosis?
2. How can I relate, compare and contrast Roman expectations of morality to Western expectations of morality?
3. How can I use my understanding of Roman morality to enhance my community?

Skills:

1. Acquiring understanding and effective application of new Latin vocab for each myth in the unit.
2. Acquiring and understanding English derivatives for the new Latin vocab in each unit.
3. Summarizing the main ideas in the authentic text
4. Imaging the main ideas in the authentic text
5. Translating authentic text with an advanced level of accuracy
6. Reading with confidence at an advanced level of fluency using acquired translating, imaging and summarizing skills.
7. Analyzing authentic text.
8. Recognizing, explaining and discussing narrative, poetic devices

Outcomes:

1. Using selected VTS prompts, students will answer the essential questions in English and in Latin demonstrating increasing levels of accuracy, clarity and fluency.

2. Collaborating as a class, students will select and perform a “hospitality” task. “Project Linus” and “Ellie’s Hats” are two charities we supported this year.